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ABSTRACT
Spelling is influenced by implicit cues, but less is known about variability in this reliance. We assessed whether the influence of three implicit cues on Dutch past tense spelling was moderated by grade, literacy, and format. An Auditory infinitive, Written infinitive, and Picture+cloze format was completed by 68 third-graders and 47 sixth-graders. The implicit cues voicing probability and token frequency affected accuracy, especially in Grade 6 and in children with higher literacy skills. There was no task format effect. This shows that children’s inflection accuracy is affected by implicit cues, but the degree of reliance on these cues is variable.

Spelling matters beyond spelling: spelling quality has been found to influence both the writing process and other people’s perception of the quality of written texts (Graham, Harris, & Hebert, 2011). At the same time, spelling acquisition is a prolonged process, in which instruction is important (Graham & Santangelo, 2014), particularly for words that cannot be spelled on the basis of phoneme-to-grapheme conversion. However, instruction does not guarantee perfect acquisition, as even adults make errors (e.g. De Schryver, Neijt, Ghesquière, & Ernestus, 2013; Kemp & Bryant, 2003; Mitchell, Kemp, & Bryant, 2011). Different factors might relate to this protracted acquisition. In this study, we looked into the spelling of Dutch regular past tense spelling and three potentially relevant types of factors: implicit cues (voicing probability, token frequency and relative graphotactic bigram proportion), child-based factors (grade, reading ability and phoneme awareness), and task format.

One reason why some spelling patterns are difficult to acquire is because learners do not necessarily exclusively rely on the rules that govern the correct spelling, but also on information about words and patterns they acquire through both spoken and print exposure. Print exposure allows children to acquire orthographic representations of (novel) words (Share, 1999). This exposure impacts on the lexical quality of words in memory: when children see words in context, they can store word forms, connect these with contextual information and enrich these associations (Perfetti & Hart, 2002). Repeated exposure thus enhances lexical quality, which contributes to writing skills (Share & Shalev, 2004). A meta-analysis by Mol & Bus (2011) confirmed that print exposure facilitates children’s spelling development.

Second, both printed and spoken language entail exposure to sublexical patterns or implicit cues: statistical regularities in the language that are not explicitly taught (Deacon, Leblanc & Sabourin, 2011; Kemp & Bryant, 2003; Mitchell et al., 2011). These implicit cues have also been found to influence spelling acquisition and performance (Cassar & Treiman, 1997; de Bree,
The pattern that is deduced is, however, not always fully correct (Verhaert, 2016). Although it has been shown how implicit cues influence children’s Dutch regular past tense spelling (de Bree, van der Ven, & van der Maas, 2017), less is known about the degree to which this reliance on implicit cues is variable between individuals and across task formats. This joint assessment will be done by looking into Dutch regular past tense spelling.

**Dutch regular past tense spelling**

Dutch regular past tense spelling is marked by two allomorphs: depending on whether the verb stem ending is voiced or unvoiced, either <te> (unvoiced) or <de> (voiced) is added. The term allomorph thus refers to the fact that two morphemes can be used; the distinction between the sounds does not alter the meaning. Past tense spelling is taught in Grade 6 with an explicit rule. This rule states that the writer should check the verb stem, i.e., the infinitive without the final <en>. For example, the stem of <snoepen> “to eat sweets”, is <snoep>. If the final letter of this stem is part of the consonants in the mnemonic “’t kofschip” (a historic ship), the past tense is formed by adding <te> (<snoepte>); otherwise by adding <de> (e.g. <rennen> “to run” becomes <rende>). The mnemonic contains all voiceless consonants in Dutch, but this is not pointed out in the instruction of the spelling rule and the use of the mnemonic.

Despite the apparent ease of this rule, past tense spelling is error-prone (De Schryver et al., 2013) and often leads to incorrect allomorph selection, such as <eisde> for <eiste> (demanded) and <schrobte> for <schrobde> (scrubbed) (de Bree et al., 2017; De Schryver et al., 2013; Neijt & Schreuder, 2007). This may be due to the fact that syllable-final voiced plosives (/d,b/) and fricatives (/v,z,ɣ/) are devoiced in Dutch: these phonemes lose their voicing value in speech. For example, the verb <schrobben> (to scrub) has orthographic stem <schrob>.1 The pronunciation, however, is /p/:/sXrOp/. A learner needs to know that this devoiced final consonant stems from an underlyingly voiced consonant in the infinitive (<schrob-<en>) to form the correct past tense (<schrobde>). Errors such as <schropte> or <schrobte> can occur if learners rely on the stem pronunciation/p/ rather than the spelling (<b>). This devoicing thus complicates phoneme-to-grapheme conversion. For /v/and/z/, syllable-final devoicing occurs not only in speech, but also in spelling. The verb <reizen> (to travel) takes <de>, as <z> is not part of “’t kofschip”. However, the stem ends in an /s:/ and is written as <reis>. The past tense is spelled as <reisde>, although the pronunciation is /rEizd@/. A stem ending in /s/ can thus come from a verb with a/z/ that takes <de> or from a verb with a/s/ that takes <te>. Spellers thus need to know the underlying voicing value.

**Item-based factors in Dutch past tense spelling: implicit cues**

Because Dutch past tense spelling contains ambiguous cases, a speller may not only rely on the explicit rule to select an allomorph, but also on implicit cues. In the present paper, we investigate the influence of three such cues. The first is the phonological cue of voicing probability (VP; Ernestus & Baayen, 2001, 2003). VP refers to the probability with which the final obstruent of a specific pattern of stem-final phonemes is underlingly voiced. For example, in the verb <scheppen> (to scoop), the stem rhyme is /Ep/. The /p/ of <schepp> is part of “’t kofschip” and its past tense takes <te> The pattern <ep> has a VP of 0.135, meaning that in 13.5% of the words with such a pattern the /p/ is a devoiced /b/. This aligns with the rule: the incorrect, voiced inflection <schebbe> has a probability of only 0.135. A stem with a rhyme with a high VP is likely to generate <de>. The rhyme of <zorgen> (to care for) is <org>,2 with a high VP (0.953), pointing towards the correct allomorph <de> (<zorgde>). In some cases, VP and the rule conflict. The verb <eisen> (to demand) contains final

---

1The fact that there are two b’s in schrobben but only one in schrob is due to other Dutch spelling rules that govern the presence of single and double vowels and consonants, depending on word length and place in the syllable.

2Note that <g> in Dutch refers to a fricative: /ɣ/.
and should therefore take <te> (<eiste>). Nevertheless, the VP of the rhyme eis is .755, pointing towards <de> (incorrect <eisde>). Both children’s and adults’ past tense spelling performance has been shown to be affected by VP (de Bree et al., 2017; De Schryver et al., 2013).

The second implicit cue that may affect Dutch past tense spelling is relative graphotactic bigram proportion (RGBP; de Bree et al., 2017): the frequency of the sequence of the final grapheme of the stem and the consonant of the allomorph. In the verb <schepte> (scooped), for instance, <pt> is the sequence of interest. On the basis of a CELEX count (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Van Rijn, 1993) of the relative frequency of <pt> and <pd> in Dutch past tense and participle verb spelling, <pt> occurs 100% and <pd> 0%. This means that RGBP points towards allomorph <te> for <schepe>, matching the past tense spelling rule (with in “t kofschip”). However, RGBP can also run counter to the rule: the grapheme sequence <fd> occurs 85% in Dutch past tense and participle verb spelling and <ft> only 15%. The verb <blaffen> (to bark) takes <te>, but because <fd> is much more frequent than <ft>, relying on the RGBP could steer the speller towards incorrect <blafde>. Such errors have been reported (de Bree et al., 2017).

The third implicit cue potentially affecting inflection accuracy is verb token frequency. More frequent words are likely to be more familiar and therefore easier to inflect. Indeed, in oral productions children inflected more frequent verbs correctly more often (Matthews & Theakston, 2006; Norbury, Bishop, & Briscoe, 2001). Such benefits might also influence written language, as written exposure might enhance orthographic familiarity with the target words, as well as activate the pronunciation. Token frequency has indeed been found to affect spelling accuracy and recognition in adults (Abrams & White, 2011; Mitchell et al., 2011).

**Child-based factors in spelling**

Spelling performance does not only vary across items, but also between children. Another approach is therefore to establish the contribution of child-based variables (e.g., Lervåg & Hulme, 2010; Veber Nielsen & Juul, 2016). In the present study, we investigate the contribution of age/grade, phoneme awareness (PA) and word reading ability. We are not only interested in the main effects of these child-based factors on spelling performance, but especially in the effect that these factors may have on the degree with which children rely on the implicit cues described in the previous section. As this issue has received limited attention, our expectations are speculative.

First of all, age is a potential factor. Children in older grades could show better spelling due to two reasons. First, older children’s knowledge of the rule may lead them to rely less on implicit cues than younger children who do not know the rule yet. This knowledge of the rule should lead to increased correct scores for older children, regardless of the verb that needs to be inflected. The increased lexical quality of the older children could further lead to better past tense spelling. However, these older children also have more detailed phonological representations (Bybee, 1995; Matthews & Theakston, 2006), which may lead them to rely more strongly on VP, and they have more orthographic knowledge (Perfetti & Hart, 2002; Share, 1999), allowing them to rely more strongly on RGBP. This means that older children might rely more strongly on implicit cues that could in some instances also negatively affect spelling performance. This assumption agrees with the Integration of Multiple Patterns view of spelling (Treiman & Kessler, 2014), which states that multiple patterns (as well as instruction) play a role in spelling acquisition.

Individual differences in children’s reading skills may also affect spelling outcomes. Reading ability influences spelling (Leppänen, Nieme, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2006). The lexical representations of children who are better readers might be of higher quality, facilitating spelling. Better readers might also be more sensitive to the orthographic patterns in the language. This assumption is supported by findings that better spellers rely on context and orthographic information more than other spellers (Treiman & Kessler, 2006; Varnhagen, Boechloer, & Steffler, 1999). This would mean that all better readers are more strongly affected by all three implicit cues: token frequency, VP and RBGP.
A similar line of reasoning can be made for PA, a skill known to predict spelling accuracy (e.g., Harrison et al., 2016). The ability to perform operations on detailed phonological representations assists grapheme-phoneme correspondences and is likely to contribute to lexical quality of specific words. It might also influence sensitivity to implicit cues: as VP demands specification of phonological rhyme environments, past tense spelling of children with better PA might be affected more strongly by implicit cues. A recent study by Kim, Petscher and Park (2016) looked into the joint contributions of item-based and child-based factors and found that emergent literacy (of which PA is a part) impacts on spelling acquisition. Specifically, emergent literacy had a substantial effect for children with lower spelling ability on spelling easier words. However, children with average emergent literacy skills showed more growth in spelling in more complex patterns. These findings indicate that children’s spelling-related skills positively impact on spelling outcomes.

**Task-based factors in spelling**

A third type of factor involved in spelling might be the way in which output is demanded, such as filling in a missing grapheme or writing a word from memory. Such different task formats might influence children’s inflection ability. This issue has received little attention in spelling research, to our knowledge (cf. Landerl & Reitsma, 2005; Puranik & Apel, 2010; Sarris & Panagiotakopoulos, 2010; Treiman & Bourassa, 2000). There are two approaches to the influence of such task demands.

First, situated learning theories state that children’s skills depend on the context (e.g., Fischer, Bullock, Rotenberg, & Raya, 1993). Task format may impact overall accuracy, e.g., writing from dictation is more difficult than selecting the correct spelling (Landerl & Reitsma, 2005; Sarris & Panagiotakopoulos, 2010). Moreover, task format may also affect the importance of implicit cues. Compared to relying on implicit cues, the application of explicit spelling rules requires more resources from working memory, a limited capacity system that is strongly related to attention and to language processing (e.g., Baddeley, 2003; Engle, 2002; Erçetin & Alptekin, 2013). Cognitive Load Theory (Paas, van Gog, & Sweller, 2010; Sweller, 2010) shows how these limited working memory resources have to be divided over the intrinsic load of a task (inflecting the verb, in the present context), the germane load (building knowledge schemas), and the extraneous load (all other task demands, such as listening or reading). When the extraneous task load is heavier, less working memory capacity remains for the intrinsic and germane load (Paas et al., 2010; Sweller, 2010). This means that with increasing extraneous task load, children might rely less on the explicit rule and more on implicit cues, as the latter require fewer working memory resources.

Typically in spelling research, spelling is assessed in an isolated setting, in which the task demands are limited to spelling and explicitly stated. For instance, past tense has been tested by asking children to circle the correct consonant or <d> (Neijt & Schreuder, 2007) or by presenting them with the infinitive (de Bree et al., 2017). These tasks might differ in the degree of extraneous load from a perhaps more ecologically valid situation, when someone is writing his/her own text and thus has to use many different skills besides spelling, such as creating a narrative, building syntactically correct sentences, and retrieving vocabulary from long-term memory. Based on Cognitive Load Theory, we predict that in such a more open-ended assignment, more working memory resources are necessary for these other skills. As a consequence, the balance between relying on explicit rules and implicit cues to select the allomorph should shift towards a stronger reliance on implicit cues.

A second approach on task demands is that vocabulary, pronunciation and the orthographic representation all need to be activated and/or retrieved when spelling a word. These are associated: knowledge of the orthographic system and of word-specific orthographic representations can function as an aid to tie spellings of words to their pronunciations in memory (Ehri, 2005, 2014; Perfetti & Hart, 2002; Share, 2008). This connection enhances recall of the pronunciation of a word and might thus facilitate meaning retrieval (Chambré, Ehri, & Ness, 2017). When the orthographic presentation of a target is provided, this can facilitate retrieval of both the pronunciation as well as the meaning of the word. When no spelling is provided, this might be more difficult than when partial or complete
spellings of the infinitives are provided. It might also mean that the effect of implicit cues is more dominant in environments in which no or partial spellings are provided: if the lexical presentation is not provided, the implicit patterns might come into play.

**The present study**

The present study was designed to investigate differences, both between and within individuals, in the effect of implicit cues on past tense inflection in Dutch children. We compared two age groups: a group that had not been taught the rule (Grade 3; 8–9 year-olds) and a group that had (Grade 6; 11–12 year-olds). We assessed word reading ability and PA, as well as past tense spelling performance in three different task formats. Two were traditional, structured formats in which the target verb was presented as an infinitive, either auditorily (Auditory infinitive) or written (Written infinitive), and the task was explicitly to inflect these verbs to past tense. The third (Picture+cloze condition) was a more open-ended format that was designed to come closer to a more productive situation, while still giving cues such that all children were likely to produce and inflect the same verbs. In this condition, an image was given with an accompanying sentence in which the target verb was partly given: the onset and nucleus were given but the coda was omitted (see Table 1).

Two expectations were evaluated. First we expected that implicit cues, child-based factors and task-based factors all contribute to spelling outcomes: we expected implicit cues, grade, reading and PA to be positively related to accuracy. We also expected the Auditory infinitive condition to be more difficult than the other two, as no (partial) spellings were provided.

Second, we explored interactions between the implicit cues and the child- and task-based factors. If instruction of the past tense spelling rule is successful, Grade 6 should outperform Grade 3 across-the-board, without interactions with implicit cues, but if spoken and print exposure and lexical quality influence past tense spelling, these interactions are likely present. Furthermore, we expected the Picture+cloze condition to require more resources from working memory to generate the verb that has to be inflected. This reduction of available resources for the rest of the task should result in a reduced reliance on the rule and thus a stronger effect of the implicit cues.

**Table 1. Task Formats Used in the Study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Correct answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Written infinitive</td>
<td><em>Een mug had mij in de zomer gestoken. Ik kreeg heel veel jeuk en ………………… (krabben) zo erg dat mijn arm ging bloeden.</em></td>
<td>Krabde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory infinitive</td>
<td><em>Gisteren ……………………………… ik aan een muggenbult.</em></td>
<td>Krabde</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Picture+cloze      | * ‘Yesterday …… I on a mosquito bite
Ik kra … e op mijn buik, want ik had jeuk
‘I scra …d my belly, because I had an itch”                               | Krabde         |
Method

Participants

Children in Grade 3 and 6 were recruited from three schools, in different parts of The Netherlands. Reading and PA data were missing from one child in Grade 6 due to illness; data from this child were removed from all analyses. The final sample consisted of 68 children (41% girls) in Grade 3 (mean age = 9.1 years; SD = 0.42 year) and 46 (46% girls) children in Grade 6 (mean age = 12.1 years; SD = 0.45 year). All participating children had active parental consent.

Instruments

Word reading

Word reading was assessed with two tasks: a timed word reading task (Eén Minuut Test; EMT; Brus & Voeten, 1999) and a timed pseudoword reading task (Klepel; van Den Bos, Lutje Spelberg, Scheepstra, & de Vries, 1994). The child has one and two minutes, respectively, to read aloud as many words/pseudowords as possible. Targets increase in length from one to four syllables. The score is the number of correctly read (pseudo)words (maximum of 116 in both tasks). Reliability of both tasks is good (0.90 for EMT and 0.92 for Klepel; Evers et al., 2009–2012). The tasks correlated strongly, \( r(112) = 0.91, p < 0.001 \). Therefore a composite score was constructed: both were standardized \( (M = 0, SD = 1) \) and the mean score was taken.

Phoneme awareness

PA was assessed using an abbreviated version containing 17 items from the phoneme deletion task by de Jong and van der Leij (2003). The child heard a pseudoword and had to repeat it. After repetition, phonemes had to be deleted or reversed. The first nine items demanded a single deletion, the next four items a double deletion (the phoneme was present twice), and the final four items demanded phoneme reversal (bolteps → bolpets). The score was the total number of items answered correctly, which was standardized \( (M = 0; SD = 1) \).

Past tense spelling

The past tense spelling task consisted of 27 different verbs in three different sentence formats: (1) the infinitive in brackets (Written infinitive), (2) auditory input of the infinitive (Auditory infinitive), and (3) a sentence in which part of the verb was given together with an image of the verb (Picture + cloze). Examples are provided in Table 1.

Different types of verbs were included. Thirteen verbs take <te>, and these verb stems ended on a voiceless plosive \( (n = 4) \) or fricative \( (n = 9) \). The other 14 verbs take <de>; their stems ended on a voiced plosive \( (n = 2) \), fricative \( (n = 9) \), nasal \( (n = 1) \), glide \( (n = 1) \), or trill \( (n = 1) \). Nasals, vowels, and glides always take <de>, as these are always voiced in Dutch. Stimuli are presented in the Appendix.

Implicit cues related to past tense spelling

For each verb, three measures of implicit cues were derived. First, the VP value was derived from Ernestus and Baayen (2003). The correct answer coincides with a low VP for <te> verbs but with a high VP for <de> verbs. Therefore, the VP values for the verbs taking <te> were recoded as 1-VP, such that a high value corresponds with a greater alignment with the correct answer. Second, the RGBP of the stem-final grapheme and both the correct and the incorrect consonant (, <d>) was determined tokenwise, based on all past tenses and participles from the
CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1993). The proportion in which the stem-final grapheme was followed by the correct consonant was then taken. Third, token frequencies of the verbs were derived from CELEX and natural log-transformed.

**Procedure**

Data were collected by trained assistants in spring. In three class sessions, each lasting approximately 30 minutes, children were asked to inflect the verbs. Each session consisted of 27 items: nine in each task format. After the three sessions, all 27 verbs had been inflected in all three task formats. Two parallel versions were created, to counterbalance the presentation order of the verbs. Word reading was tested in an individual session in the same period. The procedure adheres to the ethical guidelines of Utrecht University and conforms to the standards of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Data screening and analysis**

All 9234 past tense realizations were entered manually. Data from 230 realizations (2.5%) were missing, because of illness (162 realizations: 4 children missed one session; 1 child missed two sessions), or illegible handwriting (68 realizations). All remaining 9004 realizations were scored automatically using R (R Core Team, 2017) as correct, allomorph error, or other. Errors classified as “other” involve all other types of errors, often related to violations of other Dutch spelling rules, such as rules involving doubling (e.g., snoeoepte for snoepte “ate candy”, lefde for leefde), selection of the wrong verb (pulkte “picked” for pufte “puffed”) or failure to inflect the verb at all. The result of the classification of these 9004 realizations is presented in the descriptive results.

Subsequently, the effects of the implicit cues, presentation format and child characteristics on the accuracy of children’s past tense realizations were analyzed. For these analyses, all errors of type “other” were removed, leaving the 7713 past tense realizations scored as “correct” or “allomorph error”. Then multilevel analyses were carried out, with child, item and presentation format as levels. As the outcome variable was dichotomous (correct/allomorph error), multilevel logistic regression analyses were performed, with the R package lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). In Model 1, only main effects of the predictors were investigated. In Model 2, interaction terms were added between the three implicit cues on the one hand and the child- and task-based factors on the other. Significant interaction effects mean that the effect of the implicit cues depends on these child characteristics and task formats, and thus indicate variability of the effect of the implicit cues.

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics**

Proportion correct scores and allomorph errors per format, grade and VP are presented in Figure 1. On the left-hand side are verbs that take past tenses with <te>; on the right-hand side those that take <de>. Within both these <te> and <de> verbs, the verbs are plotted from low to high VP. Thus, for the <te> verbs, the verbs on the left-hand side have VPs that agree with the actual inflection, such as <bukken> “to bend” and <scheppen> “to scoop” whereas those on the right side of the axis have conflicting VPs, such as <eisen> “to demand” and juichen “to cheer”. The pattern is the opposite for the verbs taking <de> past tenses; those on the right-hand side have VPs that agree with the actual inflection, such as <gooien> “to throw” and <horen> “to hear”, whereas those on the left side of the axis have conflicting VPs, such as <krabben> “to scratch” and <schrobben> “to scrub” . The verbs in the middle of the chart thus most clearly show the impact of VP as conflicting cue. The graphs show
the proportion of correct allomorphs, incorrect allomorphs (e.g., <de> as <te> and vice versa) and other errors. Note that the statistical analyses below are conducted only on the incorrect allomorph/correct realizations.

A full overview of the proportion correct scores for each verb per presentation format and grade, as well as the VP, RGBP and token frequency, is presented in the Appendix. Children in Grade 6 outperformed the children in Grade 3. Moreover, while in Grade 3 both allomorph errors and other errors were common, children in Grade 6 made predominantly allomorph errors.

The children’s mean reading and PA scores are shown in Table 2. Grade 6 outperformed Grade 3 on all measures. Table 3 shows the correlations between the implicit cues and the child-based factors. All child-based factors as well as RGBP and token frequency correlated significantly.

Figure 1. Past tense accuracy and error types, divided by condition and grade.
Predicting accuracy with multilevel logistic regression analyses

The results of the multilevel logistic regression analyses are displayed in Table 4. In Model 1, only main effects were included. Two of the three implicit cues significantly affected accuracy: both consistent VP and higher token frequency increased the probability of a correct answer. The effect of RGBP was not significant. Furthermore, two of the three user characteristics were significant: children in Grade 6 and children with better reading abilities were more likely to answer correctly, while PA did not significantly predict accuracy. There was no significant effect of task format.

In Model 2, it was investigated whether the effects of the three implicit cues differed across format and different levels of the child characteristics. Interaction terms between the three implicit cues on the one hand and all child- and task-based factors on the other were added to the model (Table 4, Model 2). The significant interaction effects are displayed in Figure 2. In each plot the predicted probability of a correct answer by the two variables in the interaction effect is shown, while all other variables are kept at their mean value.

The first three significant interaction effects illustrate that the effect of VP was stronger in children of higher age and ability. Accuracy in Grade 6 was always higher than in Grade 3 (Figure 2a) and better readers also always outperformed poorer readers (Figure 2b), but both plots show a widening gap as VP increases. Figure 2c shows an even more extreme effect for PA: for lower, less consistent VPs the probability for a correct answer even decreased with increasing PA. Note that the main effect of PA in Model 2 is negative, but the inclusion of interaction terms in this model means that this main effect should be interpreted as the effect of PA only when VP = 0; at low VP levels, the effect of a higher PA is indeed negative. The final two significant interaction effects show that the effect of token frequency was affected by age and ability in a pattern similar to VP: with increasing token frequency, the advantage of Grade 6 (Figure 2d) and better readers (Figure 2e) increased. Note that on average, children in Grade 6 outperformed children in Grade 3 in both reading ability and PA (see Table 2) meaning that the different effects add up in practice.

Discussion

In this study we investigated whether implicit cues (VP, token frequency, RGBP) influence spelling accuracy and whether their effects differ across learners (age, reading ability and phonological awareness).
and task format. Dutch past tense spelling was assessed in children who had not (Grade 3) and had (Grade 6) been taught the orthographic rule. We used three task formats: a Written infinitive condition, an Auditory infinitive condition, and a Picture+cloze condition. Two multilevel logistic regression analyses were conducted to establish the main contributions of the implicit cues, the child-based factors and the task formats (Model 1), and the interactions between the implicit cues on the one hand and the child- and task-based factors (Model 2).

Model 1 confirmed that most predictors indeed affected allomorph errors. The model confirmed the importance of the implicit cue VP (de Bree et al., 2017; De Schryver et al., 2013). Token frequency also contributed to past tense spelling, in line with assumptions that frequency influences learning (Bybee, 1995; Norbury et al., 2001) and lexical quality (Perfetti & Hart, 2002). RGBP did not contribute independently to past tense spelling, not even when Model 1 was rerun without token frequency or VP. RGBP might only have an effect when it does not agree with VP values (de Bree et al., 2017) and thus not show an overall effect.

With respect to child characteristics, both grade level and reading ability positively affected Dutch past tense spelling accuracy. The latter result matches findings on literacy development, in which a general contribution of reading on spelling has been reported (Leppänen et al., 2006). PA, however, did not contribute independently. There might be two related reasons for this finding. The first is that PA is an important contributor to reading development (Melby-Lervåg, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012), which might subsume the effect of PA. Indeed, when Model 1 was rerun without word reading fluency, the effect of PA became marginally significant ($B = 0.12, SE = 0.06, z = 1.93, p = 0.054$). The second is that the ability to read on the whole word level might be more important than the ability to manipulate words at the local, phoneme level. This latter interpretation matches the findings on the implicit cues, with token frequency being a significant predictor, but not RGBP.

### Table 4. Multilevel Logistic Regression Outcomes on Past Tense Spelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>$-1.58$</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Item characteristics (implicit cues)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Graphotactic bigram proportion</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 6$^{b}$</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoneme Awareness</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Format characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auditory infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>$-0.11$</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross-level interaction terms (implicit cues × child and format characteristics)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability × Grade 6$^{b}$</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability × Reading</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability × Phoneme Awareness</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability × Auditory infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>$-0.12$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voicing probability × Written infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>$-0.30$</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency × Grade 6$^{b}$</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency × Reading</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency × Phoneme Awareness</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency × Auditory infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token frequency × Written infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative graphotactic bigram proportion × Grade 6$^{b}$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative graphotactic bigram proportion × Reading</td>
<td>$-0.17$</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative graphotactic bigram proportion × Phoneme Awareness</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative graphotactic bigram proportion × Auditory infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>$-0.21$</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative graphotactic bigram proportion × Written infinitive format$^a$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $^a$Relative to dummy variable of picture+cloze format; $^b$Relative to Grade 3
Figure 2. Graphical representation of the significant interaction effects of the multilevel logistic regression analysis (Model 2). \(^*\) VP value for verbs taking \(<\text{te}>\). The displayed VP value is the recoded value: (1 – actual VP value). \(^{**}\)VP value for mixture of verbs taking \(<\text{te}>\) and verbs taking \(<\text{de}>\) that are all fully consistent: VP is 1 for verbs taking \(<\text{de}>\), and recoded 1 – 0 = also 1 for the verbs taking \(<\text{te}>\).

Note: the top-to-bottom order of the lines in the graphs always corresponds to the order in the legend.
Task format did not matter for spelling accuracy. This finding partly agrees with previous findings. Puranik and Apel (2010) found no effect of spelling format (spelling-to-dictation, oral spelling, and using letter tiles to form the word) on kindergartners’ spelling, once they could write 19 letters or more adequately. In contrast, Treiman and Bourassa (2000) found that first- and second-grade children had more difficulty in spelling words orally than on paper. It should be noted, however, that in the auditory infinitive condition the number of non-allomorph related errors, which were removed for the current analyses, was slightly higher (n = 462) than in the other two conditions (Picture+cloze: n = 411; Written infinitive: n = 418).

Model 2 showed that the effect of the implicit cues differed with child ability. Specifically, the effects of both VP and token frequency were stronger in Grade 6 and for children with better word reading ability. These findings mean that the importance of implicit cues is variable. We take the finding that older children and better readers rely more strongly on VP and token frequency to mean that exposure to spoken and orthographic information leads children to draw conclusions about past tense spelling patterns (Pacton, Borchardt, Treiman, Lété & Fayol, 2014). VP also interacted with PA: the higher the PA, the higher the accuracy for verbs with a consistent VP, but the lower the accuracy for inconsistent verbs. We assume that better PA relates to better segmentation ability (e.g., Boada & Pennington, 2006): better PA would thus mean that learners become more perceptive to the phonological environments such as the VP. This significant interaction effect with VP also forms an explanation for the lack of main effect in Model 1: a higher PA leads to an advantage for consistent verbs but a disadvantage for inconsistent verbs. These effects counter each other.

There was no significant interaction between the implicit cues and task format, contrary to our expectations based on Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 2010), which led us to expect larger effects of the implicit cues in the Picture+cloze condition. Possibly, our Picture+cloze condition was not sufficiently ecologically valid to attest such an effect. As the focus of the task was always on spelling, the cognitive load may not have been increased that much. A better, yet time-consuming approach would be to examine children’s written assignments for other classes, such as creative writing. Only such a setting, in which cognitive load is not only caused by a correct application of the spelling rules but also by the other task at hand, is truly ecologically valid. Another explanation for the lack of effect is that possibly the dependence on implicit cues was already large in all conditions, meaning that there was not much room to switch the balance towards even more reliance on implicit cues. Future research could investigate older children who have more experience in applying the explicit rule. It should be noted, however, that the task formats used in the study, in which the required inflection for past tense was very explicit, should favor reliance on the explicit rules rather than implicit cues. Nevertheless, we found clear effects of VP, which were even stronger in Grade 6.

The outcomes of this study have implications for spelling models. Our findings suggest that even after instruction of the spelling rule, children still rely on implicit cues, not only on the rule. The results thus lend support to the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti & Hart, 2002): words that are higher in frequency were generally spelled better, accounting for the lower correct scores for surfen (“to surf” loanword, low in frequency, but also a conflicting VP) and for lower correct score of juichen (“to cheer”) than lachen (“to laugh”). Words that are familiar might be easier to spell (see also de Bree et al., 2018). The findings also agree with the integration of multiple patterns view (Treiman & Kessler, 2014): there was an effect of token frequency (in line with both lexical quality and multiple patterns), as well as VP (in line with the implicit cue view). The effect of VP was stronger than the effect of token frequency. This is illustrated by the verbs in which VP and token frequency collide: e.g., <dansen> and <lachen>. Both are high-frequent words with a VP that is inconsistent with the actual past tense. We found a high number of allomorph errors <dansde> and <lachde>, in line with VP but not with token frequency. These findings thus lend the strongest support to the implicit cues view. The finding that the effect of implicit cues increased rather than decreased in older children underscores the need to develop more specified hypotheses. The findings confirm previous results that children and adults’ spellings are influenced by different cues (e.g., Deacon, Leblanc, & Sabourin, 2011, 2018; de Bree et al., 2017; Pacton, Borchardt, Treiman, Lété, &
Fayol, 2014; Treiman & Boland, 2017). They also indicate that the sensitivity to such cues is influenced by other factors, such as word reading ability and phoneme awareness, and that assessment of spelling outcomes in tandem with cognitive child factors is needed (e.g. Kim, Petscher, & Park, 2016).

The study outcomes also have educational implications. Our findings suggest that it is desirable to tailor instruction of the mnemonic to the individual learner. Specifically, children of lower ability may need support in overall application of the rule, while children with more advanced abilities may need instruction specifically for the verbs in which the correct answer collides with the implicit cues, especially with VP.

Our study is qualified by a number of limitations. First, we did not check whether the children in Grade 6 actually knew the past tense spelling rule. However, the mnemonic is part of the national school curriculum. Also, De Schryver et al. (2013) found that Dutch university students were able to reproduce the rule, but nevertheless struggled in applying it. Thus, while we have no direct evidence that children in Grade 6 knew the mnemonic, we assume this to be the case.

Second, we presented tests with a limited number of verbs that needed to be turned into past tenses. However, the use of multilevel logistic regression enabled us to use the information from every past tense realization separately: the 7713 realizations established a high statistical power. Moreover, the verbs were carefully selected to represent the entire range of VPs and the pattern of findings is in line with a previous study with 227 verbs (de Bree et al., 2017). A related matter is that we only assessed past tense spelling and that no fillers or larger spelling test battery were presented. Children could thus have relied on a different spelling strategy than in a setting with assessment of different spelling rules. There is no way to establish the influence of this design. However, the study by de Bree et al. (2017) looked at past tense spelling in a Written infinitive format. These past tense spellings were mixed with other morphological spelling targets. The fact that the main pattern of findings of the present study is similar to that of de Bree et al. (2017) is reassuring. Nevertheless, a study containing past tense spelling as part of larger spelling assessment is required to truly assess the impact of the design on the past tense spellings.

A third limitation is that we did not assess whether the children were able to distinguish voiced and voiceless consonants, e.g., assessing how they spelled correctly inflected past tense (spell “surfte”). If they were not able to distinguish the consonants properly, this would complicate past tense spelling. Such an interpretation has been proposed, as the voicing distinction is fading in Dutch (De Schryver et al., 2013). However, there are indications that this is not the case. First, if children could not distinguish voiced and voiceless consonants, selection of <te> or <de> would be random. Instead, errors were tuned to VP, which is strongly related to voicing distinction. Furthermore, children in our sample came from two regions: the Randstad, the urbanized area in the Netherlands in which the voicing distinction in word-onset position (not necessarily syllable-onset) is fading and Brabant, a province in which the voicing distinction is still omnipresent. We conducted an additional analysis including an interaction effect of VP*region to test whether the effect of VP was stronger in the latter group, but this was not the case. Additionally, a study by Warner, Sereno, Jongman and Kemps (2004) found that in Dutch speech, even production of final devoiced consonants (e.g. <hand>, “hand” /hAnt/) is not neutralized entirely and thus differs subtly from consonants that are not underlyingly voiced (e.g. <krant> “newspaper” /krAnt/). This means that although the voicing contrast might be fading, there is still a voicing distinction.

A fourth limitation is that we tested children differing three years in age. Grade differences can thus be due to instruction, experience with implicit cues and to other age differences. This approach maximized potential differences and as such enabled us to identify clear grade differences. As a next step, targeted studies, including strategy assessment, could unravel how these differences arise (e.g. Rittle-Johnson & Siegler, 1999). Specifically, a microgenetic study, following children while they acquire the rule, can shed more light on the effect of learning the rule on the reliance on implicit cues and on child and format characteristics moderating these relationships. Such a study could also
look in more detail at the spoken and print exposure that children have had, to disentangle the contributions of both on past tense spelling outcomes.

In sum, this study confirms that the implicit cues of voicing probability and token frequency are important in Dutch past tense spelling, in line with different frameworks of spelling. The study adds that the importance of these cues is variable: the influence was stronger in older children and in children with better word reading abilities and better phoneme awareness. This finding needs to be incorporated in both research and teaching practice.
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Appendix

Verb stimuli with the Voicing Probability, Bigram Frequency, and Token Frequency Values and Outcomes per Grade and Task Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Infinitive</th>
<th>Past tense</th>
<th>English translation</th>
<th>VP$^a$</th>
<th>Bigram proportion</th>
<th>Token frequency</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
<th>Grade 3</th>
<th>Grade 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-te verbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blaffen</td>
<td>blafte</td>
<td>bark</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blussen</td>
<td>bluste</td>
<td>extinguish</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buksen</td>
<td>bukte</td>
<td>stoop</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dansen</td>
<td>danste</td>
<td>dance</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eisen</td>
<td>eiste</td>
<td>demand</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juichen</td>
<td>juichte</td>
<td>cheer</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koken</td>
<td>kookte</td>
<td>cook</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lachen</td>
<td>lachte</td>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4890</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poetsen</td>
<td>poestte</td>
<td>brush</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puffen</td>
<td>pufte</td>
<td>puff</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scheppen</td>
<td>schepte</td>
<td>scoop</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snoepen</td>
<td>snoepte</td>
<td>eat candy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surfen</td>
<td>surfe</td>
<td>surf</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-de verbs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>durven</td>
<td>durde</td>
<td>dare</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gooien</td>
<td>goedde</td>
<td>throw</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horen</td>
<td>hoorde</td>
<td>hear</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>9629</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krabbet</td>
<td>krabde</td>
<td>scratch</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leven</td>
<td>leefde</td>
<td>live</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plonzen</td>
<td>plonsde</td>
<td>plash</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reizen</td>
<td>reisde</td>
<td>travel</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rennen</td>
<td>rende</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>1714</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schrobben</td>
<td>schrobde</td>
<td>scrub</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spuguen</td>
<td>spugde</td>
<td>spit</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suizen</td>
<td>suisde</td>
<td>whizz</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbazen</td>
<td>verbaasde</td>
<td>surprise</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volgen</td>
<td>volge</td>
<td>follow</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2903</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zorgen</td>
<td>zorgde</td>
<td>take care</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *The table reports the actual VP value (with 0 referring to -te and 1 to -de). In the analyses, the score of 1 minus VP was used for the -te verbs.*